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In the original paper, there is an error in Theorem A.6, parts (ii) and (iii). We 
prove a corrected version of the th orem, and establlish that the main results of the 
paper are unaffected. 
The error 
We first correct a misprint in part (ii) of the proof: the definitions of h’ and k’ 
should he 
h’=(fun(h), N,-H) and k’=(fun(k), NC-K). 
The more significant error in the proof is that it assumes that h’ and k’ (with the 
corrected definitions) are morphisms of US. This is something that would at least 
require proof, were it true; and in fact it is false. 
A counterexample 
Let A, I3, C, f, and g be as in Fig. 1. By Theorem A.4, if f and g have a pushout 
h : B+ D and k: C + D, then D has a single node, and h and k map all nodes of 
Fig. 1. 
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and t7 respectively to that node. Only the g-r - -4 structure of D and the mar-cets 
of h and k are to be determined. 
The smallest H and K satisfying the condition in p 
(iii)) of Theorem A.6 are 0 and 0. Thus morjir ‘) = 
obviously there is no graph structure on D which can m 
homomorphic everywhere in 3 and C since the th 
different symbols. Thus Jo” and k’ are not 
If the diagram in Fig. 1 had no pushout, t
though there would still be a gap in its proo 
given by mar(h) =0, mot(k) = (Cl], with the single node D1 of D bearing symbol 
r, with no SUGGHSOIS. This is easily v by detailed calculation, as the possible 
arrows A”:B+D’and k”:C+D”sue k” l f= k” l g are of very limited forms. 
air of Theorem A.6 
The theorem is therefore false as it stands. We repair it by weakening Theorem 
A.Ci(ii), splitting it into two rarts. The first part will give a nonconstructive characteri- 
sation of rew(R) and rew(k). The second will show that if the h’ and k’ defined in 
the original proof of Theorem A.d(ii) are arrows, then A.d(ii) holds. Thus we take 
as given, what we previously assumed was always the case, that h’ and k’ are arrows. 
The above counterexample shows that sometimes they may not be. Pushouts in 43 
are even more complicated than the lengthy proofs of the original article suggest. 
ii)‘. Let Fig. 2 be a pushout square in 43. en tew(h) and rew(k) are 
the smallest subsets H and K of NB and NC respectively such that there exists a 
commuting diagram such as in Fig. 3, where H = rew( h’) and K = rew( k’). 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
Given such a commuti 
must be a (unique, but we 
k’= i* k Hence, 
rew( h’) = rew( i l h) = rew( h) u h-‘(rew(i)) 2 rew(h). 
Simitarly, rew( k’) 2 rew(k). Cl 
ii)“. Given the same pshsut spa 
K be the smallest subsets of NB and NC such that 
H 2f @or(f) n (rew(g) u g”(K))), 
K 2 g(mor(g) n (rew(f) WWW). 
If there is a graph D’ and arrows h’: B + D’ and k’ : C + D’, such that H = rew( h’) 
and K = rew(k’), then rew( h) = H and rew( k) = K. 
Proof. We know from Theorem A.5 that h’ l f = k’ l g. Theorem AS also implies 
that rew( h) and rew( k) must satisfy the inequalities tated above of H and K Since 
H and K are the least solution of the inequalities, rew( h) 2 H and rew( k) 2 K 
From Theorem A.G(ii)’ and the arrows h’ and k’ we know that rew(h) G H and 
rew( k) c K. Hence, rew( h) = H and rew( k) = K. 0 
Thearem A.G(iii)“. Theorem A.ri(ii)” holds when 2 is replaced by = . 
Proof. I: **mediate from Theorem ‘A.6( ii). I3 
We also remark that the existence of a least H and K such that the above 
inequalities hold was assumed without proof. This, and the deduction of (iii) from 
(ii), are instances of well-known properties of least fixed points of monotonic 
functions on complete lattices. The lattice in question is P( NB) x P( NC) ordered 
by componentwise set inclusion, and the function is that which maps (H, K] to 
(f(m&i+I n (rew(g) u g-‘(K))), g(mor(g) n (rew(f) uf’W))N. 
Justification of Thedwem 2.1 
Theorem A.6(iii) is used in proving the main Theorem 2.1, which is the basis fur 
the use of this form of graph rewriting to implement erm rewriting. It is 
important o establish that Theorem 2.1 still holds. Note that the counterexample 
to Ab(iii) exhibited above is outside the scope of eorem 2.1 sifice neither f nor 
g is a tot& homomorphism. 
, h and k are am 
are the rew-sets of 
Therefore Theorem 2.1 stands. 
